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Dräger BG ProAir

DE Diese Gebrauchsanweisung kann in weiteren 
Sprachen in der Datenbank für Technische Dokumen-
tation (www.draeger.com/ifu) in elektronischer Form 
heruntergeladen werden.
DE = 9300231

EN These instructions for use can be downloaded in elec-
tronic form in other languages in the Technical Docu-
mentation database (www.draeger.com/ifu).
EN = 9300708

FR Cette notice d'utilisation peut être téléchargée dans 
d'autres langues à partir de la base de données de 
documentation technique (www.draeger.com/ifu) au 
format électronique.
FR = 9300709

ES Estas instrucciones de uso pueden descargarse en 
otros idiomas de la base de datos de documentación 
técnica (www.draeger.com/ifu) en formato electrónico.
ES = 9300709

PT Estas Instruções de Uso podem ser baixadas em for-
mato eletrônico em outros idiomas no banco de dados 
para documentação técnica (www.draeger.com/ifu).
PT = 9300709

IT Le presenti istruzioni per l'uso possono essere scari-
cate in altre lingue dalla banca dati per la documentazi-
one tecnica (www.draeger.com/ifu) in forma elettronica.
IT = 9300709

NL Deze gebruiksaanwijzing kan in elektronische vorm in 
andere talen worden gedownload van de database 
voor technische documentatie (www.draeger.com/ifu).
NL = 9300710

DA Denne brugsanvisning fås også på andre sprog og kan 
hentes i elektronisk form i databasen for teknisk doku-
mentation (www.draeger.com/ifu).
DA = 9300712

FI Tämän käyttöohjeen muunkielisiä versioita voi ladata 
sähköisessä muodossa teknisten asiakirjojen tietokan-
nasta (www.draeger.com/ifu).
FI = 9300712

NO Denne bruksanvisningen kan også tilgjengelig på 
andre språk og kan lastes ned i elektronisk format fra 
databasen for teknisk dokumentasjon (www.drae-
ger.com/ifu).
NO = 9300712

SV Denna bruksanvisning kan laddas ner som digitalt 
exemplar på andra språk i databasen för teknisk doku-
mentation (www.draeger.com/ifu).
SV = 9300712

ET Selle kasutusjuhendi saab teistes keeltes elektroonili-
sel kujul alla laadida tehnilise dokumentatsiooni and-
mebaasist (www.draeger.com/ifu).
ET = 9300715

LV Šo lietošanas instrukciju citās valodās var lejupielādēt 
elektroniskā formātā tehniskās dokumentācijas datu 
bāzē (www.draeger.com/ifu).
LV = 9300715

LT Šią naudojimo instrukciją kitomis kalbomis elektronine 
forma galima atsisiųsti iš techninės dokumentacijos 
duomenų banko (www.draeger.com/ifu).
LT = 9300715

PL Niniejszą instrukcję obsługi można pobrać w innych 
językach w formie elektronicznej w bazie danych doku-
mentacji technicznej (www.draeger.com/ifu).
PL = 9300713

RU Это руководство по эксплуатации можно скачать в 
электронном виде и на других языках, 
воспользовавшись нашей базой технической 
документации (www.draeger.com/ifu).
RU = 9300713

HR Ove upute za uporabu mogu se preuzeti u elektronič-
kom obliku na drugim jezicima iz baze podataka za teh-
ničku dokumentaciju (www.draeger.com/ifu).
HR = 9300710

SL To navodilo za uporabo se lahko v drugih jezikih pre-
nese v elektronski obliki iz podatkovne banke za teh-
nično dokumentacijo (www.draeger.com/ifu).
SL = 9300711

SK Tento návod na použitie v ďalších jazykoch je 
v elektronickej podobe možné stiahnuť z databázy pre 
technickú dokumentáciu (www.draeger.com/ifu).
SK = 9300711

CS Tento návod k použití v dalších jazycích si můžete 
stáhnout z databáze pro technickou dokumentaci 
(www.draeger.com/ifu) v elektronické podobě.
CS = 9300711

BG Това ръководство за работа може да бъде свалено 
в електронен вид на други езици от базата данни за 
техническа документация (www.draeger.com/ifu).
BG = 9300714

RO Aceste instrucţiuni de utilizare pot fi descărcate în alte 
limbi în formă electronică din baza de date pentru doc-
umentaţie tehnică (www.draeger.com/ifu).
RO = 9300714

HU Ez a használati útmutató elektronikus formában 
további nyelveken is letölthető a műszaki doku-
mentációs adatbázisból (www.draeger.com/ifu).
HU = 9300710

EL Μπορείτε να κάνετε λήψη αυτών των οδηγιών χρήσης 
σε άλλες γλώσσες από τη βάση δεδομένων για την 
τεχνική τεκμηρίωση (www.draeger.com/ifu) σε 
ηλεκτρονική μορφή.
EL = 9300714

TR Bu kullanım kılavuzu, teknik dokümantasyon veri 
tabanından (www.draeger.com/ifu) diğer dillerde de 
elektronik olarak indirilebilir.
TR = 9300714

JA 本取扱説明書の他の言語バージョンは、技術文書デー
タベース（www.draeger.com/ifu）からデジタル形式
でダウンロードすることができます。
JA: 9300716
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Safety-related information 

1 Safety-related information
– Before using this product, carefully read these instructions 

for use and those of the associated products.

– Strictly follow the instructions for use. The user must fully 
understand and strictly observe the instructions. Use the 
product only for the purposes specified in the intended use 
section of this document.

– Failure to use the product as described in these 
instructions for use can lead to reduced protection.

– Do not dispose of the instructions for use. Ensure that they 
are stored and used appropriately by the product user.

– Only trained and competent users are permitted to use 
this product.

– Comply with all local and national rules and regulations 
associated with this product.

– Only trained and qualified personnel are permitted to 
inspect, repair and service the product as detailed in these 
instructions for use (see "Maintenance", page 14). Further 
maintenance work that is not detailed in these instructions 
for use must only be carried out by Dräger or personnel 
qualified by Dräger. Dräger recommend a Dräger service 
contract for all maintenance activities. 

– Use only genuine Dräger spare parts and accessories. 
Otherwise, the proper functioning of the product may be 
impaired.

– Notify Dräger in the event of any component fault or 
failure.

– Do not use a faulty or incomplete product. Do not modify 
the product.

2 Conventions in this document
2.1 Meaning of the warning notices
The following warning notices are used in this document to 
alert the user to potential hazards. The meanings of the 
warning notices are defined as follows:

2.2 Trademarks

The following website lists the countries in which the 
trademarks from Dräger are registered: 
www.draeger.com/trademarks.

The trademarks listed are only registered in certain countries 
and not necessarily in the country in which this document is 
published.

3 Description
3.1 Product overview
See overview graphic at the start of the instructions:

Warning 
sign

Signal word Classification of the warning 
notice

WARNING Indicates a potentially hazard-
ous situation. If not avoided, it 
could result in death or serious 
injury.

CAUTION Indicates a potentially hazard-
ous situation. If not avoided, it 
could result in physical injury. It 
may also be used to alert 
against unsafe practices.

NOTICE Indicates a potentially hazard-
ous situation. If not avoided, it 
could result in damage to the 
product or environment.

Trademark Trademark owner

Bluetooth® Bluetooth SIG, Inc.

1 Exhalation hose

2 Connecting piece with protective cap

3 Bayonet ring

4 Inhalation hose

5 Bypass hose (red)

6 Medium-pressure hose to sensor unit (blue)

7 Medium-pressure hose for the oxygen supply (blue)

8 Carrying frame

9 Buddy-light

10 Onboard electronics (sensor unit)

11 Breathing air cooler

12 Minimum valve

13 Relief valve (under the spring bridge)

14 Breathing bag

15 Pressure reducer incl. hand wheel

16 Hand wheel of cylinder valve

17 Pressure indicator on cylinder valve

18 Bypass button

19 Cylinder strap

20 Drainage valve (between carrying frame and com-
pressed oxygen cylinder)

21 Compressed oxygen cylinder

22 Spring bridge

23 Locking lever

24 CO2 absorber

25 Lid

26 Window for buddy-light

27 Connect ECU ("Electronic Control Unit")

27-1 Graphical pressure display

27-2 Cylinder pressure
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3.2 Functional description
3.2.1 Closed-circuit breathing apparatus
The closed-circuit breathing apparatus is a positive-pressure-
operated self-contained closed-circuit breathing apparatus. A 
positive pressure in the breathing circuit prevents ambient air 
from entering the system.

The breathing air is circulated in a closed breathing circuit. 
The carbon dioxide contained in the exhaled air is absorbed in 
a CO2 absorber. The following absorber types are available:

– Disposable absorber

– Refill absorber

– Training absorber

Every CO2 absorber has an RFID tag. An RFID reader in the 
onboard electronics detects the type of absorber installed in 
the closed-circuit breathing apparatus and how long the CO2 
absorber has already been installed in the closed-circuit 
breathing apparatus. This RFID feature is optional and can be 
activated in the Connect ECU.

The breathing air streams from the CO2 absorber into the 
breathing bag.

The breathing air is enriched with oxygen from the 
compressed oxygen cylinder. The following apparatus 
versions are available:

– Apparatus with constant oxygen dosage

– Apparatus with on-demand oxygen dosage

Apparatuses with constant oxygen dosage use the constant 
dosage device to continuously supply a constant volume of 
oxygen to the breathing circuit. In the event of greater 
breathing intensity, the additional oxygen required is supplied 
in the breathing circuit via the minimum valve.

Apparatuses with on-demand oxygen dosage have an 
automatic pre-flush unit. The pre-flush unit ensures that 
adequate oxygen is supplied in the breathing circuit when the 
compressed oxygen cylinder is opened at the start of an 
incident. During the incident, additional oxygen is supplied in 
the breathing circuit via the minimum valve in accordance with 
breathing intensity.

The bypass button lets the user add oxygen to the breathing 
circuit at any time.

Before the regenerated air is inhaled again, it flows through 
the air cooler. The following cooler options are available:

– Ice cooler
The ice cooler contains ice packs that can be refrozen 
after use.

– Regeneration cooler
The regeneration cooler (PCM [phase chage material] 
cooler) contains a latent heat storage medium which 
extracts some of the thermal energy from the alveolar air. 
This melts the latent heat storage medium. After use, the 
latent heat storage medium resolidifies when it is stored in 
a cool place. This phase transition occurs at a 
temperature of around +27 °C. Afterwards, the 
regeneration cooler is once again ready for use. The 
maximum storage temperature must not be exceeded in 
order to ensure the regeneration cooler retains its full 
cooling capacity.

The closed-circuit breathing apparatus is connected to a 
facepiece via a connecting piece.

3.2.2 Electronic monitoring system
The electronic monitoring system contains the onboard 
electronics, the Connect ECU and the buddy-light.

The onboard electronics check various parameters of the 
closed-circuit breathing apparatus. The results are visually 
displayed on the Connect ECU and/or acoustically emitted. In 
addition, the Connect ECU can be used as an automatic 
distress signal unit.

The Connect ECU displays the cylinder pressure and 
remaining period of use, among other things. The system 
statuses are signalled by LEDs. Alarms and status messages 
are also emitted acoustically.

The functions and times can be configured with the Dräger 
PC Link software. The following describes the standard 
configuration of the apparatuses upon delivery.

Alarms

27-3 Time (expired or remaining)

27-4 Left button

27-5 LED panel

27-6 Manual alarm button

27-7 Right button

27-8 Function key

27-9 Display

28 Shoulder strap

29 Waist belt

30 Chest strap (optional)

31 Hose strap

No-oxygen alarm The alarm is issued when the 
user is breathing from the 
apparatus and the com-
pressed oxygen cylinder is 
closed or empty.

Low-pressure alarm 1 The alarm is issued when the 
cylinder pressure is 55 bar1) .

Low-pressure alarm 2 The alarm is issued when the 
cylinder pressure is 10 bar.

Pre-alarm (motion sensor) The alarm is triggered when 
the motion detection is active 
(function key removed) and 
the Connect ECU does not 
detect any significant move-
ment for 30 seconds.
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Description 

Status messages

Statuses of the Connect ECU
– On mode

The Connect ECU switches from On mode to Standby 
mode in the following cases:

– If the apparatus has not been moved for an extended 
period of time and the system pressure is 0 bar

– If both buttons on the Connect ECU are pressed for at 
least 2 seconds and the system pressure is below 
6 bar

– Standby mode
When the apparatus is not being moved, the 
Connect ECU switches from Standby mode to Eco mode 
after 60 minutes.
The Connect ECU switches from Standby mode to On 
mode in the following cases:

– When the compressed oxygen cylinder is opened

– When a button is pushed on the Connect ECU for at 
least 2 seconds

– When the function key is removed

– When the user breathes from the apparatus. When the 
user is no longer breathing from the apparatus, the 
Connect ECU returns to Standby mode after approx. 
10 seconds.

Even when the Connect ECU is in Standby mode, it 
recognises when the user is breathing from the 
apparatus. If the compressed oxygen cylinder is 
closed or empty, the no-oxygen alarm will be triggered.

– Eco mode
As soon as the closed-circuit breathing apparatus is 
moved, the Connect ECU switches back from Eco mode 
to Standby mode.
The Connect ECU switches from Eco mode to On mode in 
the following cases:

– When a button is pushed on the Connect ECU

– When the function key is removed

– Off
When the batteries are empty, the Connect ECU is 
switched off. When new batteries are inserted, the 
Connect ECU automatically switches to On mode. An 
acoustic signal sounds. Various information and queries 
are shown on the display.

In Eco mode, opening the cylinder will not be recognised 
and the no-oxygen alarm is deactivated.

The various states of the Connect ECU allow for maximum 
operational readiness with minimum power consumption.

Details on the display when turning the apparatus on
The following information is shown when the compressed 

oxygen cylinder is opened. Other information and queries are 
shown if the Connect ECU is turned on differently 
(pushbutton, insertion of batteries, removal of function key). 

The following information and queries are displayed in 
succession when the Connect ECU switches to On mode:

– Displays the battery charge status

– Queries whether the high-pressure leak test is to be 
carried out

– Display of filling pressure for the compressed oxygen 
cylinder and the "Remaining time until low-pressure 
alarm 1"

Alternatively, pushing the button on the left or right displays 
either the "Elapsed time" or the "Temperature". 

Use as distress signal unit
The user can trigger a distress signal using the manual alarm 
button if the user cannot retreat from the hazard area.

The Connect ECU can automatically issue an alarm if the 
user is no longer moving. To do so, the function key must be 
removed from the Connect ECU. If no further motion is 
detected, a pre-alarm sounds after a defined time (default 
setting: 30 seconds). If any movement is detected within the 
following approx. 15 seconds, the pre-alarm is cancelled. If no 
motion is detected, the main alarm sounds.

Main alarm (motion sensor) The alarm is triggered 
15 seconds after the pre-
alarm (motion sensor), once 
the pre-alarm (motion sen-
sor) is not acknowledged.

Main alarm (manual) The alarm is triggered when 
the manual alarm button is 
pressed.

Battery alarm The alarm is triggered when 
the charge status of the bat-
tery reaches a critical level 
during operation.

1) The value is configurable

Time remaining until low-
pressure alarm 1

The electronic monitoring 
system uses the cylinder 
pressure and the respiration 
to compute the time until the 
warning whistle sounds. 
A respiration of 30 L/min is 
initially assumed. The com-
putation of the remaining time 
is then updated once per sec-
ond with the specific respira-
tion (but at least 30 L/min).

Elapsed time The elapsed time indicates 
how long the Connect ECU 
has been switched on.

Temperature The temperature shows the 
ambient temperature of the 
Connect ECU.
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The motion sensor only detects movements or vibrations. 
The motion sensor does not detect whether the user is 
moving independently. If the user is not moving 
independently, but is located on a moving surface, the 
distress signal unit may not issue an alarm.

Buddy-light
The buddy-light in the lid ensures that the closed-circuit 
breathing apparatus and the user remain visible even in poor 
visibility. Team colleagues are notified of warnings and alarms 
on this closed-circuit breathing apparatus.

3.2.3 Status indicators
The status of the closed-circuit breathing apparatus is 
signalled with LEDs and sounds. The blue and red LEDs of 
the Connect ECU and the buddy-light show the same thing. 
The states of the closed-circuit breathing apparatus are 
signalled as follows:

3.2.4 Accessories
Dräger provides the following accessories for the closed-
circuit breathing apparatus:

– Heat protection
The heat protection can be used at high temperatures in 
order to improve the effect of the cooling medium and 
increase breathing comfort.

– Grip clamp
The handle can be additionally secured with the grip 
clamp in particularly tough operating conditions or high 
temperatures.

– Skids
Skids can be attached to the lid. The skids serve as 
spacers when the closed-circuit breathing apparatus 
needs to be pushed along a surface, and reduce any wear 
to the lid.

– Cold protection insulation
Cold protection insulation is available for use in very low 
temperatures.

3.3 Intended use
The closed-circuit breathing apparatus supplies the user with 
breathing air for approx. 4 hours, thus making it independent 
from the oxygen-deficient and polluted ambient air.

3.4 Limitations on use
3.4.1 General information
The closed-circuit breathing apparatus is not intended for use 
as a diving apparatus. Brief and/or complete immersion of the 
apparatus in water (e.g. when navigating a waterhole in a 
mine) will not impair the function of the closed-circuit 
breathing apparatus.

If the closed-circuit breathing apparatus has been 
completely immersed or the pressure reducer highly 
contaminated, the pressure reducer must be thoroughly 
cleaned in order to prevent any contamination from reaching 
the inside of the pressure reducer.

3.4.2 Measures with temperatures below 0 °C
The use of cooling media is not mandatory. If the closed-
circuit breathing apparatus is to be used at temperatures 
below 0 °C, the use of a cooling medium is not recommended. 
The following measures must be taken, however:

– Measure A:
The full face mask visor can fog up from the inside and 
freeze, restricting vision. To prevent freezing, treat the 
visor with the anti-fog solution given in the instructions for 
use for the full face mask. Do not use any other agent.

– Measure B:
Store the closed-circuit breathing apparatus at 
temperatures of +10 °C to +25 °C to ensure that all parts 
are functioning correctly.

– Measure C:
Use the corresponding cold protection insulation.

If the closed-circuit breathing apparatus is used at 
temperatures below -6 °C, this may lead to shorter life cycles 
(see "Technically possible period of use", page 27).

LEDs Sound Meaning
Pulsing blue - The apparatus is function-

ing correctly.

Pulsing red Intermittent 
sound

Cylinder pressure below 
100 bar

Flashing red Intermittent 
sound

Low-pressure warning 1
Low-pressure warning 2

Flashing red 2 sounds, 
descending

The charge state of the 
battery is critical.

Flashing 
red/blue alter-
nately

3 sounds, 
ascending

Pre-alarm for distress sig-
nal unit

Flashing blue 
three times, 
then red three 
times

Piercing, repeti-
tive alarm sound

Main alarm of distress sig-
nal unit

Flashing green
(only on 
Connect ECU)

- The function key has been 
removed from the 
Connect ECU.

Flashing blue 
three times, 
then red three 
times

Intermittent 
sound

No-oxygen alarm

Ambient temperatures Measure
A B C

0 °C ... -6 °C1)

1) Part of the EU type examination

x

-6 °C ... -15 °C x x

-15 °C ... -40 °C x x x
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Description 

3.4.3 Restrictions to the usage period
The estimated period of use amounts to approximately 
4 hours if the following requirements are met:

– The user is of average size and in good physical health.

– The working conditions are moderate, with the respiratory 
volume at approx. 30 L/min per minute.

– The filling pressure of the compressed oxygen cylinder is 
at least 180 bar.

– The apparatus has been adequately maintained and 
tested.

– The full face mask is fitted correctly on the face and 
creates a tight seal.

The period of use can be reduced considerably by the 
following factors:

– Physical condition of the user

– The degree of exertion (the harder the user works, the 
higher the oxygen consumption)

– The emotional condition of the user (the more anxious or 
excited the user, the greater the oxygen consumption)

– The condition of the apparatus (e.g. poorly maintained or 
poorly adjusted apparatus may leak and should therefore 
always be maintained according to the respective 
instructions for use)

– Filling pressure of the compressed oxygen cylinder before 
use less than 180 bar

– Ambient temperature (see "Ambient conditions", page 27).

3.5 Approvals
The closed-circuit breathing apparatus is approved with the 
Dräger FPS 7000 RP series facepieces.

Declaration of conformity: see supplement 9300233 or 
www.draeger.com/product-certificates

For further information on approvals, see supplement 
9300233.

3.6 Type-identifying markings and 
explanation of symbols

3.6.1 Type-identifying marking
The type-identifying marking of the BG ProAir - Class 4P is 
located on the approval label.

3.6.2 Symbols on the labels

3.6.3 Symbols on the Connect ECU display

The apparatus is approved for use in explosion-hazard 
areas. Observe the specification.

Observe the disposal information.

Please note! Observe the instructions for use.

Menu

Confirm, successful, complete

Turn off

Cancel, not successful, cancelled

Try again

Next menu item

Automatic distress signal is enabled

Automatic distress signal is disabled

Alarm: Motion sensor has triggered

Alarm: Manual alarm triggered

Warning: Motion sensor has triggered

No-oxygen alarm

Menu: No CO2 absorber present

Menu: Expiration date of CO2 absorber not yet reached

Menu: CO2 absorber has reached the expiration date

Menu: Query whether the CO2 absorber has been re-
filled

Menu: Charge status of battery unknown

Menu: Charge status of battery 100 %

Menu: Charge status of battery 75 %

Menu: Charge status of battery 50 %

Menu: Warning for the charge status of the battery. How-
ever, there is enough charge for at least four more hours.

Menu: Charge status of battery is critical. There is no 
charge left in the battery and the Connect ECU switches 
off.

Charge status of the battery has become critical during 
operation

Menu: Incorrect type of battery inserted

Menu: Open cylinder valve

Menu: Close cylinder valve

Menu: Query whether a high-pressure leak test is to be 
carried out

Menu: High-pressure leak test or low-pressure leak test 
running
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4 Use
4.1 Prerequisites for use
4.1.1 General information
– The protective clothing and head protection that also 

needs to be worn during the incident has been clarified. 
Dissipative protective clothing should be worn for use in 
explosion-hazard areas.

– The leak and functional test on the closed-circuit breathing 
apparatus showed no faults (see "Testing the closed-
circuit breathing apparatus", page 22).

– The requirements, as described in chapter 4.1.2 and 
4.1.3, have been met.

4.1.2 Compressed oxygen cylinder

WARNING
Risk of fire!
Contact between high-pressure oxygen and oils, greases, 
organic materials or similar contamination may cause a fire. 
This can lead to serious physical injuries or death.
► Make sure connections are kept clean and free of dirt.

– The filling pressure of the compressed oxygen cylinder 
should be no less than 180 bar in order to be able to 
achieve the maximum period of use possible.

– The compressed oxygen cylinder may only be filled with 
oxygen that meets the following quality requirements:

– Purity: ≥ 99.5 Vol% oxygen

– Water content: ≤ 0.05 mg/L oxygen

– Tasteless and odourless

– National regulations apply for the maximum 
permissible contaminants, in Germany for example:
Inert gases (Ar and all other inert gases): 5000 ppm
Carbon monoxide (CO): 5 ppm
Carbon dioxide (CO2): 300 ppm
Oil: ≤ 2.5 mg/m2

4.1.3 CO2 absorber

Refill absorber
– The refill absorber was filled before use and within the last 

6 months. The soda lime used must meet the 
requirements specified in chapter 5.2.7.3.

– The expiration date of the CO2 absorber has not yet 
expired when scheduled to be used.

– As soon as the refill absorber is installed in the closed-
circuit breathing apparatus, the CO2 absorber can be 
stored for 6 months. The apparatus must have 
successfully passed the leak test and be sealed with the 
protective cap.

– The air-tight shrink-wrapped or installed CO2 absorber 
was not transported on a vehicle further than 750 km.

Disposable absorber
– The barrier bag is completely sealed and intact until the 

disposable absorber is installed.

– The expiration date of the CO2 absorber has not yet 
expired when scheduled to be used.

– Once the disposable absorber is installed in the closed-
circuit breathing apparatus, the storage time of the CO2 
absorber is 6 months, even if the soda lime could be used 
for a longer period, the breathing bag, breathing hose and 
medium-pressure hose are connected and the connecting 
piece is sealed with a protective cap.

– The air-tight shrink-wrapped or installed CO2 absorber 
was not transported on a vehicle further than 1500 km.

Menu: High-pressure leak test or low-pressure leak test 
successful

Menu: High-pressure leak test or low-pressure leak test 
not carried out

Menu: High pressure for the high-pressure leak test too 
low

High-pressure leak test failed due to low dosage

Menu: High-pressure leak test or low-pressure leak test 
interrupted

Menu: Error during high-pressure leak test or low-pres-
sure leak test

Menu: High-pressure leak test or low-pressure leak test 
not OK; the apparatus has a leak.

Menu: Query whether a low-pressure leak test is to be 
carried out

Menu: Low-pressure leak test: Pressure in breathing bag 
insufficient

Menu: Low-pressure leak test: Fill breathing bag

Menu: Query whether to lower the volume of the acous-
tic signals (Quiet mode)

Menu: Reading UserID card

Menu: UserID card was not found

Menu: Invalid data on the UserID card

Menu: Query: Is a Bluetooth® connection required?

Menu: Preparing Bluetooth® connection

Menu: Searching for Bluetooth® connection

Menu: Bluetooth® connection interrupted

Menu: Bluetooth® connection established

Menu: Time-out when creating a Bluetooth® connection
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4.1.4 Reuse
Under the following prerequisites, the closed-circuit breathing 
apparatus can be used multiple times by the same user within 
24 hours:

– The officer-in-charge decides whether the remaining 
oxygen supply is adequate before each further use.

– The cylinder valve is fully closed after every use. The 
connecting piece is sealed with the protective cap.

– The compressed oxygen cylinder and CO2 absorber are 
not replaced.

– The ambient temperature is no less than +10 °C when the 
closed-circuit breathing apparatus is not being used.

– The closed-circuit breathing apparatus is placed in a 
upright position (not laid down).

4.2 Prior to first use
1. Perform a visual inspection. The closed-circuit breathing 

apparatus must be intact and complete.

2. Insert batteries into the closed-circuit breathing apparatus 
(see "Replacing the batteries", page 26).

3. Remove the thin, flexible protective foil from the LC 
display and the LED panel on the Connect ECU. The LC 
display and LED panel also have a clear, protective cover 
that must not be removed.

4. Carry out a leak and functional test (see "Testing the 
closed-circuit breathing apparatus", page 22).

4.3 Preparations for use
4.3.1 Freezing the ice packs (for apparatuses 

with ice cooler) 
1. Stack the ice packs flat on top of each other.

2. Freeze the ice packs at -16 °C for 24 hours.

If significant deformations are apparent on the ice pack, 
allow the ice pack to thaw and then freeze again. Dräger 
recommends using the respective freezing aid to prevent 
the ice packs from deforming.
Make sure that no ice is deposited on the ice packs. If 
necessary, place ice packs in a bag, seal the bag and 
freeze the ice packs whilst they remain in the bag.
Dräger recommends storing completely frozen ice packs 
in a sealed bag in the freezer.

4.3.2 Inserting ice packs (for apparatuses with 
ice cooler)

1. Open the closed-circuit breathing apparatus (see 
"Opening the closed-circuit breathing apparatus", 
page 16).

2. Open the ice cooler.

3. Insert the ice packs.

Only use ice packs that are not deformed. Do not press 
the ice packs into the ice cooler to ensure they do not 
become damaged and leak.

4. Close the ice cooler.

5. Close the closed-circuit breathing apparatus (see "Closing 
the closed-circuit breathing apparatus", page 22).

4.3.3 Donning the closed-circuit breathing 
apparatus

1. Open the quick-release buckles of the waist belt and chest 
strap.

2. Unfasten both shoulder straps. To do so, push the 
adjusting clamp upwards with your thumb and pull on the 
adjusting clamp.

3. Hang the breathing hoses over the lid.

4. Reach your arms through the shoulder straps and lift up 
the closed-circuit breathing apparatus.

5. Position the closed-circuit breathing apparatus.

6. Make sure that the shoulder straps are tensioned so that 
the padding on the waist belt rests on your hips.

7. Close the waist belt and adjust the width. To do so, pull the 
ends of the belt tight until the closed-circuit breathing 
apparatus rests firmly on your hips.

8. Place the breathing hose in front of your body.

9. Evenly pull the shoulder straps tight and adjust them so 
that the apparatus is comfortable to wear.

10. If necessary, close the chest strap and pull tight.

11. Don the full face mask.
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12. Slowly open the cylinder valve at least two turns.
The Connect ECU automatically switches to On mode.
An acoustic signal sounds.
The battery status is shown on the display.
The Connect ECU queries whether to carry out the high-
pressure leak test. If the test is to be carried out, the  
symbol and the current pressure are displayed. A high-
pressure leak test can only be carried out if the cylinder 
pressure is at least 150 bar.

If, for example, the closed-circuit breathing apparatus is 
to be worn in a chemical protective suit, the acoustic 
signals can be set to a low volume. To do so, confirm the 

 query.

13. Close the cylinder valve.
The test is carried out automatically.
The result of the test is shown after approx. 15 seconds. 
The  or  symbol is displayed. If  is displayed, the 
closed-circuit breathing apparatus must not be used.
If the test was successful, the display shows the current 
pressure of the compressed oxygen cylinder.

14. Completely open the cylinder valve.

15. Use the display on the Connect ECU to check that there is 
adequate oxygen in the cylinder for the period of use.

16. Remove the protective cap from the connecting piece on 
the closed-circuit breathing apparatus.

17. Inhale, hold your breath and insert the connecting piece 
on the closed-circuit breathing apparatus into the 
connecting piece on the full face mask. A click can be 
heard when the connecting piece engages.

18. Continue breathing as normal.

19. Firmly squeeze the inhalation hose and breathe in until 
there is negative pressure in the mask. Do not breathe in 
for approx. 10 seconds. The negative pressure must 
remain unchanged, otherwise tighten the harness of the 
full face mask.

20. Continue as follows:

If the closed-circuit breathing apparatus is OK:

● The blue LEDs of the Connect ECU and the buddy-
light pulse blue. The cylinder pressure is displayed on 
the Connect ECU. Additional information is displayed 
depending on the setting. The apparatus can now be 
used.

If an error was detected:

● An acoustic and optical warning is emitted on the 
Connect ECU. The closed-circuit breathing apparatus 
must not be used.

4.3.4 Activating the automatic distress signal 
function

● Remove the function key from the Connect ECU.
This activates the motion sensor.
The  symbol is displayed.

4.4 During use
4.4.1 General information
– The chemical process during CO2 absorption creates heat 

and moisture. This is a normal process that does not 
impair the functional integrity of the closed-circuit 
breathing apparatus.

– The closed-circuit breathing apparatus continues to supply 
breathing air even if the electronics fail. In this case, the 
user should retreat immediately.

4.4.2 In an emergency
– To request help, press the alarm button on the 

Connect ECU. The main alarm sounds, the  symbol is 
displayed and the red and blue LEDs flash.

WARNING
Danger to life!
If there are any faults on the closed-circuit breathing 
apparatus, the protection provided by the apparatus may 
be reduced.
► In the event of faults on the closed-circuit breathing 

apparatus, retreat immediately!

– In the event of a malfunction of the automatic oxygen 
supply (failure of minimum valve and/or constant dosage), 
briefly press the red bypass button. Additional oxygen is 
supplied to the breathing circuit.

4.4.3 Acknowledging the alarm
● To acknowledge the main alarm, either insert the function 

key into the Connect ECU or press and hold the right and 
left button on the Connect ECU for approx. 3 seconds.

4.5 After use
1. Unplug the connecting piece from the full face mask:

Press the button on the full face mask and simultaneously 
remove the connecting piece from the full face mask.

2. Close the cylinder valve immediately after pulling out the 
connecting piece. The air is automatically released from 
the breathing circuit.

3. Place the protective cap on the connecting piece of the 
closed-circuit breathing apparatus.

4. Remove the full face mask.

5. Turn off the Connect ECU: If the pressure in the closed-
circuit breathing apparatus is 0 bar, press and hold the 
right and left button for 3 seconds. The display first shows 
3 - 2 - 1, then the battery status. 

6. Take off the closed-circuit breathing apparatus:

a. Open the quick-release buckles of the waist belt and 
chest strap.

b. Loosen the shoulder straps.

c. Lift the closed-circuit breathing apparatus over your 
head and away from your body. Place the closed-
circuit breathing apparatus upright on the ground. Do 
not drop the apparatus!

7. Have the closed-circuit breathing apparatus serviced.
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5 Maintenance
5.1 Maintenance intervals
Dräger recommends the following maintenance intervals. 
Observe any national guidelines that may stipulate different 
intervals.

5.2 Maintenance work
5.2.1 General notes on handling

Breathing hoses
The breathing hoses are secured on the connecting piece, on 
the CO2 absorber and on the breathing air cooler with 
bayonet rings.

– To remove, rotate the bayonet rings anti-clockwise and 
use the flap to pull the breathing hoses off the relevant 
component.

– Every breathing hose has one thick, narrow flap and one 
thin, wide flap. The flaps, connecting piece, CO2 absorber 
and breathing air cooler are each marked with a triangle or 
a circle. The end with the narrow flap (marked with a 
triangle) is secured to the connecting piece on the side 

with the exhalation valve (marked with a triangle) and to 
the breathing air cooler (marked with a triangle). The end 
with the wide flap (marked with a circle) is secured to the 
connecting piece on the side with the inhalation valve 
(marked with a circle) and to the CO2 absorber (marked 
with a circle). When fitting the items, make sure that the 
width of the flap corresponds to the width of the recess 
and that the markings match.

● Push the end of the breathing hose onto the 
connection. The flap must be positioned in the recess 
when tightening the bayonet ring.

● Rotate the bayonet ring clockwise onto the connection 
to fasten the breathing hose. The breathing hose is 
correctly fitted when a clicking sound is heard while 
tightening and the bayonet ring has some play. The 
bayonet ring (1) must sit flush with the edge of the 
relevant connection.

Medium-pressure hoses
The medium-pressure hoses are connected to the CO2 
absorber and to the breathing air cooler with quick connect 
couplings (see overview graphic at start of instructions, items 
5, 6, 7). The quick connect couplings can be released from 
the CO2 absorber and breathing air cooler without using tools 
and are self-locking.

If a pneumatic hose is inserted into a connector multiple 
times, it must be verified that the pneumatic hose can 
continue being used.
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Visual inspection of all parts,
Testing the functional integrity and 
tightness of the closed-circuit 
breathing apparatus

X X1)

1) Applies for stored apparatuses.

Cleaning and disinfecting the 
closed-circuit breathing apparatus

X X1)

Replacing the CO2 absorber X X2)

2) Applies for CO2 absorbers that are installed in a closed-circuit breath-
ing apparatus and whose functional integrity and tightness were 
tested with the apparatus. The protective cap must be attached to the 
connecting piece of the closed-circuit breathing apparatus.

Hydrostatic testing of the com-
pressed oxygen cylinder3)

3) by a notified body

X

Major overhaul4)

4) only performed by expert personnel

X
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Lids of the regeneration cooler and CO2 absorber
The lids of the regeneration cooler and CO2 absorber have an 
identical design, but cannot be used interchangeably.

– Release the fasteners to open (see Figure A). Push the 
catches on the fasteners evenly onto the tabs on the lower 
part to lever the lid off the lower part.

– When closing, pay attention to the recess in the lid and the 
tab on the lower part (see Figure B). This prevents any 
mix-ups between the lids on the breathing air cooler and 
the CO2 absorber. Push the lid onto the lower part when 
closing. Hook the catches on the fasteners under the tabs 
(see Figure B-1). Push the fasteners closed (see Figure B-
2).

Connecting piece
The direction of flow is marked with an arrow on the 
connecting piece. The direction valves and connecting piece 
are designed to prevent confusion during assembly so that 
the flow is ensured.

Mounting points in the carrying frame
The carrying frame has various holders into which the 
following components are hooked:

– CO2 absorber (1)

– Breathing air cooler (2)

– Spring bridge (3)

– Drainage valve (4)

5.2.2 Order of maintenance work
1. Disassemble the closed-circuit breathing apparatus and 

replace faulty parts.

2. Clean, disinfect and dry the closed-circuit breathing 
apparatus.

3. Fit the closed-circuit breathing apparatus.

4. Test the closed-circuit breathing apparatus.
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5.2.3 Disassembling the closed-circuit breathing 
apparatus

5.2.3.1 Overview
1. If necessary, remove the waist belt and shoulder straps 

(see "Removing the waist belt and shoulder straps", 
page 16).

2. Open the closed-circuit breathing apparatus (see 
"Opening the closed-circuit breathing apparatus", 
page 16).

3. Remove the compressed oxygen cylinder (see "Removing 
the compressed oxygen cylinder", page 17).

4. Remove the breathing bag (see "Removing the breathing 
bag and disassembling the valves", page 17).

5. Remove the breathing air cooler (see "Removing the 
breathing air cooler", page 18).

6. Remove the CO2 absorber (see "Removing the CO2 
absorber", page 18).

7. Remove the connecting piece (see "Removing the 
connecting piece", page 18).

WARNING
Risk of chemical burns!
The breathing circuit may contain base, which may leak when 
disassembling the closed-circuit breathing apparatus and lead 
to chemical burns!
► Avoid skin contact. Wear protective gloves and goggles. In 

case of eye contact, immediately rinse with plenty of water 
and seek medical attention.

5.2.3.2 Removing the waist belt and shoulder straps
1. Open the loops and release the Connect ECU and 

breathing hoses from the shoulder straps.

2. Remove the waist belt. To do so, grab hold of the split pin 
on the flap (1) and pull it out of the waist belt plate. 
Remove the waist belt from the carrying frame.

3. Remove the shoulder straps. To do so, push on the 
locking mechanism (2a) and pull the connecting element 
out of the carrying frame (2b).

5.2.3.3 Opening the closed-circuit breathing apparatus
1. Press the blue locking mechanisms in the direction of the 

arrow and open the lid.

2. To remove the lid from the apparatus, push the locking 
mechanisms on the hinges towards the centre of the cover 
and remove the lid.
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5.2.3.4 Removing the compressed oxygen cylinder
1. Make sure that the cylinder valve is closed and the closed-

circuit breathing apparatus is completely purged.

2. Open the hook-and-loop fastener and pull the cylinder 
strap out of the buckle.

3. Loosen the hand wheel of the pressure reducer. Do not 
use any tools for this.

WARNING
Risk of fire!
Contact between high-pressure oxygen and oils, greases, 
organic materials or similar contamination may cause a fire. 
This can lead to serious physical injuries or death.
► Make sure connections are kept clean and free of dirt.

4. Pull the compressed oxygen cylinder off the connecting 
pieces on the pressure reducer and remove it from the 
closed-circuit breathing apparatus.

5. Seal the compressed oxygen cylinder with the lock nut.

5.2.3.5 Removing the breathing bag and disassembling 
the valves

1. Push both release levers (1). Swivel the spring bridge 90° 
and remove it from the closed-circuit breathing apparatus.

2. Release the locking mechanisms between the CO2 
absorber and breathing bag, as well as between the 
breathing air cooler and breathing bag:
Push the lock buttons and remove the breathing bag from 
the CO2 absorber and breathing air cooler.

3. Release the drainage valve from the carrying frame.

4. Pull the breathing bag out of the closed-circuit breathing 
apparatus. The breathing bag automatically slides off the 
minimum valve lever.

5. Disassemble the relief valve:

a. Push the lock buttons and pull the relief valve out of 
the breathing bag.

b. Keep hold of the relief valve and rotate the housing 
parts (1, 5) against each other to open the valve.

c. Remove the valve disc (3) from the valve seat.

d. Check the valve disc (3) and stepped valve disc (2). 
They must be clean and intact and be in contact with 
the entire circumference of the valve seat. Replace 
faulty valve discs.

e. Check the spring (4). It must not be bent and must be 
connected to the lid (5) by a single coil.
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6. Open the drainage valve:

a. Rotate the lid (4) anti-clockwise to remove it from the 
drainage valve.

b. Remove the valve disc (2) from the valve seat (1) and 
check. It must be clean and intact and be in contact 
with the entire circumference of the valve seat. 
Replace faulty valve disc.

c. Check the spring (3). It must not be bent and must be 
connected to the lid (4) by a single coil.

5.2.3.6 Removing the breathing air cooler
1. Release the quick connect coupling (1) on the medium-

pressure hose from the breathing air cooler.

2. Press the blue lock button (2) and remove the breathing 
air cooler with breathing hose from the closed-circuit 
breathing apparatus.

3. Rotate the bayonet ring (3) and use the flap to pull the 
breathing hose off the breathing air cooler.

4. Remove the ice packs from the ice cooler and freeze 
again.
The cooling elements can be removed from the 
regeneration cooler, which allows them to dry quicker after 
cleaning.

Replace faulty ice packs or cooling elements.

5.2.3.7 Removing the CO2 absorber
1. Release the two quick connect couplings on the medium-

pressure hoses from the CO2 absorber.

2. Press the blue lock button and remove the CO2 absorber 
with breathing hose from the closed-circuit breathing 
apparatus.

3. Rotate the bayonet ring and use the flap to pull the 
breathing hose from the CO2 absorber.

4. Prepare the CO2 absorber:

● Dispose of the disposable absorber.

● For the refill absorber, remove the soda lime and the 
two non-woven mats and discard them. The sieve can 
be reused after disinfection.

5.2.3.8 Removing the connecting piece
1. If necessary, drain off the condensate that has 

accumulated in the breathing hoses.

2. Remove the protective cap from the connecting piece.

3. Rotate the bayonet rings and use the flaps to pull the 
breathing hoses off the connecting piece.

4. Remove the direction valves from the connecting piece.

5. Check the valve discs. They must be clean and intact and 
be in contact with the entire circumference of the valve 
seat. Replace faulty valve discs.

5.2.4 Cleaning and disinfecting
5.2.4.1 General information

All parts coming into contact with the alveolar air must be 
thoroughly cleaned and disinfected after use. All other parts 
should only be cleaned if required. Wear appropriate personal 
protective equipment during cleaning and disinfection. 
Dispose of waste water and cloths in accordance with the 
applicable waste disposal regulations.

NOTICE
Risk of damaging the material!
For cleaning and disinfecting, do not use any solvents (e.g. 
acetone or alcohol) or cleaning agents with scouring particles. 
► Only follow the specified procedure and use the specified 

cleaning and disinfecting agents. Other agents, dosages 
and application times may cause damage to the product.
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5.2.4.2 Ice cooler cover

The ice cooler cover is hooked into the lower part. The cover 
can be unhooked for cleaning and disinfection. To do so, open 
the cover wide until the locking device on the pin can slide 
through the groove in the hole.

5.2.4.3 Cleaning the closed-circuit breathing apparatus
1. Prepare a cleaning solution comprised of water and a 

cleaning agent.

2. Clean all parts that conduct the breathing air, the waist belt 
and the harness with a soft cloth and a cleaning solution.
The carrying frame and lid can be brushed off with a soft 
brush and cleaning solution if necessary.
Wipe down the Connect ECU with a soft cloth. The rubber 
protection and the protective covers can be removed for 
cleaning if necessary.

3. Rinse all parts thoroughly under running water.

4. Prepare a disinfection bath comprised of water and a 
disinfectant.

5. Place all parts that conduct breathing air into the 
disinfection bath. Only disinfect the waist belt and harness 
if necessary.

6. Rinse all parts thoroughly under running water.

7. Allow all parts to dry (max. temperature: 60 °C). Keep 
away from direct sunlight.
Dräger recommends using both a drying cabinet and a 
hose drying unit for drying. 
If hot air is conducted through the regeneration cooler, it is 
dry after approx. 4 hours and can subsequently be 
regenerated. If the regeneration cooler is dried in room air 
without air circulation, drying takes longer. 

8. Store regeneration coolers at temperatures below 25 °C to 
allow the latent heat storage medium to regenerate.

All components of the closed-circuit breathing 
apparatus must be completely dry before storage to 
prevent mould formation.

5.2.5 Assembling the closed-circuit breathing 
apparatus

5.2.5.1 Overview
1. Install the CO2 absorber (see "Installing the CO2 

absorber", page 19).

2. Install the breathing air cooler (see "Installing the 
breathing air cooler", page 20).

3. Fit the connecting piece (see "Fitting the connecting 
piece", page 20).

4. Fit the valves to the breathing bag (see "Fitting the 
drainage valve and relief valve", page 21).

5. Install the breathing bag (see "Fitting the drainage valve 
and relief valve", page 21).

6. Install the compressed oxygen cylinder (see "Fitting the 
compressed oxygen cylinder", page 21).

7. Close the closed-circuit breathing apparatus (see "Closing 
the closed-circuit breathing apparatus", page 22).

8. Fit the waist belt and shoulder straps (see "Fitting the 
waist belt and shoulder straps", page 22).

5.2.5.2 Prerequisites for assembly

The following components must be prepared for assembly:

– If a regeneration cooler is to be used: The regenerated 
cooling elements are available.

– The compressed oxygen cylinder is full.

– The refill absorber is full.

For hygiene reasons, the apparatus should be fitted in a 
clean work environment and with clean hands. Wear gloves if 
necessary so that the cleaned and disinfected components 
are not re-contaminated.

5.2.5.3 Installing the CO2 absorber

WARNING
Reduced period of use possible!
If the soda lime comes into contact with ambient air or is too 
old, the period of use intended for the apparatus may not be 
possible.
► Only install a CO2 absorber that meets the criteria 

described in chapter 4.1.3.

1. Unpack the CO2 absorber if necessary. Fit the lid on a 
disposable absorber.

2. Fasten the breathing hose on the CO2 absorber (see 
"Breathing hoses", page 14).

3. Place the CO2 absorber in the mounts on the carrying 
frame. A clicking sound can be heard when the CO2 
absorber engages in the locking mechanism.

4. Connect the blue medium-pressure hoses to the CO2 
absorber.
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The quick connect coupling must engage. When 
connecting, make sure that a click is heard. If necessary, 
pull on the hose and check whether the connection is tight.

5. Note the assembly date or expiration date on the housing 
of the CO2 absorber where applicable.

5.2.5.4 Installing the breathing air cooler
1. If an ice cooler is used, only insert the ice packs in the ice 

cooler just before use. (The breathing circuit does not 
open again when the ice packs are inserted.)
If a regeneration cooler is used, insert the block of 
14 cooling elements, which are held together by a sealing 
cuff, in the breathing air cooler. The filler pipes of the 
cooling elements and the handle of the sealing cuff must 
point towards the open side of the breathing air cooler. 
Wet the sealing cuff if necessary to ensure it slides into the 
housing easily and correctly.

2. Close the breathing air cooler (see "Lids of the 
regeneration cooler and CO2 absorber", page 15).

3. Fasten the breathing hose on the breathing air cooler (see 
"Breathing hoses", page 14).

4. Place the breathing air cooler in the mounts on the 
carrying frame. A clicking sound can be heard when the 
breathing air cooler engages in the locking mechanism.

5. Connect the red medium-pressure hose to the breathing 
air cooler.

The quick connect coupling must engage. When 
connecting, make sure that a click is heard. If necessary, 
pull on the hose and check whether the connection is tight.

5.2.5.5 Fitting the connecting piece

The valve discs must be clean and intact and be in contact 
with the entire circumference of the valve seat. Replace faulty 
valve discs!

1. Place valve discs on the valve seats if necessary.

2. Insert the direction valves in the connecting piece and 
rotate slightly so that they slide into the openings of the 
connecting piece. The direction valves must finish flush 
with the edge of the connecting piece.

The direction valves are identical. The direction of 
installation is coded with 3 recesses on one side 
and 4 recesses on the other side. The recesses fit into the 
corresponding contours in the connecting piece.
The direction arrow on the connecting piece indicates the 
direction in which the valve discs must open.

3. Visually inspect the O-ring (1). It must be clean and intact. 
Replace the O-ring if faulty.

4. Grease the O-ring with Molykote 111 if necessary so that 
the connecting piece can easily be inserted in the full face 
mask when donning the closed-circuit breathing 
apparatus.

5. Fit the protective cap (2) to the connecting piece.

6. Fit the breathing hoses to the connecting piece.

7. Fasten the breathing hoses on the shoulder straps with 
the safety loops.
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5.2.5.6 Fitting the drainage valve and relief valve

The valve discs must be clean and intact and be in contact 
with the entire circumference of the valve seat. Replace faulty 
valve discs!

1. Fit the relief valve:

a. Fit the stepped valve disc (2) to the valve seat (1).

b. Insert the shaft of the valve disc (3) in the hole of the 
valve seat (1).

c. Make sure the spring (4) is secured with a coil under 
the hook in the lid (5). Position the spring (4) centrally 
on the valve disc (3).

d. Fit the lid (5) and screw closed until it locks into place.

2. Insert the relief valve in the breathing bag.

Both engagement hooks must be correctly engaged. 
When inserting, make sure that a click is heard.

3. Assemble the drainage valve:

a. Insert the shaft of the valve disc (2) in the hole of the 
valve seat (1).

b. Make sure the spring (3) is secured with a coil under 
the hook in the lid (4). Position the lid (4) with the 
spring (3) centred on the valve disc (2).

c. Fit the lid (4) and screw closed until it locks into place.

5.2.5.7 Installing the breathing bag
1. Slide the pouch of the breathing bag onto the minimum 

valve lever and place the breathing bag entirely in the 
carrying frame.

Make sure that the breathing bag is not positioned on 
the lever, but that the minimum valve lever is correctly 
inserted in the pouch of the breathing bag and the 
breathing bag is not lying on the bracing rail of the carrying 
frame.

2. Fasten the breathing bag with the locking mechanisms to 
the CO2 absorber and breathing air cooler. Every locking 
mechanism has two lock buttons with engagement hooks. 
Ensure the locking mechanisms on the CO2 absorber and 
breathing air cooler fully engage:

a. Push the locking mechanism on the underside onto the 
connection of the CO2 absorber or breathing air cooler 
until the lower engagement hook clicks into place. 
Make sure that a click is heard when doing so.

b. Push the locking mechanism on the upper side onto 
the connection of the CO2 absorber or breathing air 
cooler until the upper engagement hook clicks into 
place. Make sure that a click is heard when doing so.

The locking mechanisms must engage. When 
connecting, make sure that a click is heard.

c. Gently pull the breathing bag and check whether the 
locking mechanisms are secure.

3. Position the spring bridge on the mounts in the closed-
circuit breathing apparatus and swivel by 90°. Make sure 
the breathing bag does not get stuck between the spring 
bridge and carrying frame and that the relief valve is 
positioned in the recess for the pressure plate.

4. Click the spring bridge on each side into the carrying 
frame. Make sure that a clicking sound can be heard on 
both sides.

5. Insert the drainage valve in the mount of the carrying 
frame.

5.2.5.8 Fitting the compressed oxygen cylinder
1. Check the high pressure sealing ring on the pressure 

reducer connecting piece for damage and contamination. 
It must be clean, free of grease and intact. Replace if 
necessary.

2. Remove the lock nut from the compressed oxygen 
cylinder.

3. Place the compressed oxygen cylinder in the cylinder 
mount.
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The hand wheel for the compressed oxygen cylinder 
must be positioned in the depression on the outside of the 
carrying frame.

4. Tighten the hand wheel of the pressure reducer to the 
compressed oxygen cylinder. Do not use any tools to 
tighten.

5. Thread the cylinder strap into the buckle and close the 
hook-and-loop fastener. Slide the buckle onto the edge of 
the breathing bag so that the lid of the closed-circuit 
breathing apparatus can be closed.

5.2.5.9 Closing the closed-circuit breathing apparatus
1. Interlink the hinges and lock them in place.

2. Close the lid and engage the locking mechanisms. A click 
can be heard.

5.2.5.10 Fitting the waist belt and shoulder straps
1. Fit the top ends of the shoulder straps. To do so, insert the 

connecting elements in the mounts on the carrying frame 
and engage. The loops should point towards one another.

2. Fit the bottom ends of the shoulder straps. To do so, insert 
the connecting elements in the mounts on the carrying 
frame and engage.

3. Fit the waist belt. To do so, position the waist belt plate 
with the recess facing upwards on the carrying frame’s 
waist belt support and secure with the split pin.

4. Fasten the Connect ECU on the shoulder strap.

5.2.6 Testing the closed-circuit breathing 
apparatus

5.2.6.1 Notes for testing

The following test sequence applies for both apparatuses with 
constant oxygen dosage and those with on-demand oxygen 
dosage. The pre-flush unit does not need to be tested for 
apparatuses with constant oxygen dosage. This test is 
marked accordingly.

Carry out a visual inspection, as well as a leak and functional 
test, after every service. If a fault is detected during the leak 
and functional test, the closed-circuit breathing apparatus 
must not be used. Appoint qualified personnel to service the 
apparatus or send it to Dräger.

If the CO2 absorber is installed in the closed-circuit breathing 
apparatus, the leak and functional test can be performed a 
total of six times, whereby testing should not take longer than 
15 minutes. After these 6 tests, the CO2 absorber must be 
replaced and must no longer be used.

The tests are described using the Dräger RZ 7000 by way 
of example. The sequence of the tests described in these 
instructions for use is the optimum sequence with this test 
unit. The closed-circuit breathing apparatus can also be 
tested with other suitable test units in other sequences.
The tests should not be performed in direct sunlight or in a 
cold room as the air pressure in the device will then change 
quickly and can result in incorrect test results.
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5.2.6.2 Overview of function and leak test
1. Preparing the test

(see "Preparing the test", page 23).

2. Checking the exhalation valve
(see "Checking the exhalation valve", page 23).

3. Checking the inhalation valve
(see "Checking the inhalation valve", page 23).

4. Checking the drain valve
(see "Checking the drainage valve", page 23).

5. Leak-tightness test with positive pressure 
(see "Leak-tightness test with positive pressure", 
page 23).

6. Checking the relief valve
(see "Checking the relief valve", page 23).

7. Checking the response of the no-oxygen alarm
(see "Checking the response of the no-oxygen alarm", 
page 23).

8. Checking the pre-flush unit
(see "Checking the pre-flush unit", page 24).

9. Carrying out the high-pressure leak test
(see "Performing the high-pressure leak test (incl. 
constant dosage device)", page 24).

10. Checking the bypass
(see "Checking the bypass", page 24).

11. Checking the minimum valve
(see "Checking the minimum valve", page 24).

12. Checking low-pressure alarm 1 
(see "Checking low-pressure alarm 1", page 24).

13. Close the closed-circuit breathing apparatus.

5.2.6.3 Preparing the test
1. Switch on the test unit: Press the  button.

2. Set the selector switch on the test unit to .

3. Position the closed-circuit breathing apparatus and test 
unit next to each other so that both devices are easily 
accessible and the test unit can be operated easily.

4. Open the lid or remove it (see "Opening the closed-circuit 
breathing apparatus", page 16).

5. Remove the protective cap from the connecting piece and 
insert the connecting piece into the test unit.

6. Perform tests.

5.2.6.4 Checking the exhalation valve
1. Set the selector switch on the test unit to .

2. Tightly pinch the inhalation hose with your hand. Use the 
face spanner from the BG ProAir Test Set if necessary.

3. Pump once. The test unit must display at least -10 mbar or 
"Sensor out of range".

4. If -10 mbar is not reached, replace the exhalation valve or 
the exhalation valve disc.

5.2.6.5 Checking the inhalation valve
1. Set the selector switch on the test unit to .

2. Tightly pinch the exhalation hose with your hand. Use the 
face spanner from the BG ProAir Test Set if necessary.

3. Pump once. The test unit must display at least +10 mbar 
or "Sensor out of range”.

4. If +10 mbar is not reached, replace the inhalation valve or 
the inhalation valve disc.

5.2.6.6 Checking the drainage valve
1. Set the selector switch on the test unit to .

2. Flip the locking lever in the spring bridge and position it so 
that the pressure plate is blocked by the locking lever.

3. Pump until the pressure plate on the spring bridge pushes 
against the locking lever.

4. Continue to pump until flow noises can be heard at the 
drainage valve and read the value on the display. The 
drainage valve must open between +10 mbar and 
+25 mbar.

5.2.6.7 Leak-tightness test with positive pressure
1. Set the selector switch on the test unit to .

2. Reduce the pressure on the test unit using the venting 
button to 7+0.5 mbar and wait until the pressure has 
stabilised.

3. Press  to start the timer. 
The test time must be 1 minute. When the test time has 
elapsed, the pressure difference is displayed. The 
pressure difference must not be greater than 1 mbar.

5.2.6.8 Checking the relief valve
1. Set the selector switch on the test unit to  until the 

locking lever can once again be moved. 

2. Latch the locking lever in the spring bridge once again.

3. Set the selector switch on the test unit to .

4. Pump until flow noises can be heard at the relief valve. 
Read-off the value on the display.
The relief valve must open between +4 mbar and +8 mbar.

5.2.6.9 Checking the response of the no-oxygen alarm
1. Set the selector switch on the test unit to .

2. Pump on the test unit until the no-oxygen alarm sounds 
and the  symbol appears.
The warning stops after a few seconds, as the respiration 
is only simulated and no respiration occurs. The 
Connect ECU automatically switches back to Standby 
mode.

If the closed-circuit breathing apparatus has been laid 
out for too long, the Connect ECU will be in Eco mode and 
no alarm will be triggered. Place the apparatus in an 
upright position and then lay it down again. The 
Connect ECU is then in Standby mode and the test can be 
repeated.

OK

OK
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5.2.6.10 Checking the pre-flush unit

(only for apparatuses with on-demand oxygen dosage)
The pre-flush unit only needs to be checked for 

apparatuses with on-demand oxygen dosage. This chapter 
does not apply for apparatuses with constant oxygen dosage.

1. Set the selector switch on the test unit to .

2. Slowly fully open the cylinder valve.

 Oxygen must be heard to flow into the circuit. The pre-
flush unit must automatically shut-down after max. 
10 seconds.

5.2.6.11 Performing the high-pressure leak test (incl. 
constant dosage device)

For apparatuses with constant oxygen dosage, the 
constant dosage device is also automatically checked during 
the high-pressure leak test. 

1. Set the selector switch on the test unit to .

2. Slowly open the cylinder valve by at least two turns.
The Connect ECU automatically switches to On mode.
An acoustic signal sounds.
The battery status is shown on the display.
The Connect ECU queries whether to carry out the high-
pressure leak test ( ). If the query is confirmed, the  
symbol and the current pressure are displayed.

A high-pressure leak test can only be carried out if the 
cylinder pressure is at least 150 bar and the Connect ECU 
is in On or Standby mode.

3. Close the cylinder valve.
For apparatuses with on-demand oxygen dosage, use the 
Connect ECU to confirm that the cylinder valve has been 
closed.
The test starts automatically for apparatuses with constant 
oxygen dosage.

 The test is carried out.

✓ The result of the test is shown after approx. 15 seconds. 
The following results may occur:

– The closed-circuit breathing apparatus is OK. The  
symbol is shown on the Connect ECU display.

– An error has occurred. The  or  symbol is shown 
on the Connect ECU display.
Repeat the test or have the apparatus serviced.

If, for national or regulatory reasons, the constant 
dosage device needs to be checked with a test unit, 
see chapter 5.2.7.1.

5.2.6.12 Checking the bypass
1. Set the selector switch on the test unit to .

2. Slowly open the cylinder valve by at least two turns.
The Connect ECU automatically turns on and runs a self-
test.

3. Briefly press the bypass button.
Oxygen must be heard to flow into the circuit (flow noise).

5.2.6.13 Checking the minimum valve
1. Set the selector switch on the test unit to .

2. Swing the locking lever into the spring bridge and make 
sure that it is latched in position.

3. Observe the display on the test unit and wait until the 
pressure stops dropping.

4. Read the pressure on the display.

✓ The value must be between +0.5 mbar and +3.0 mbar.

5.2.6.14 Checking low-pressure alarm 1
1. Set the selector switch on the test unit to .

2. Close the cylinder valve.

3. In apparatuses with on-demand oxygen dosage, gently 
press the bypass button so that the pressure in the 
breathing circuit drops.
The pressure automatically drops for apparatuses with 
constant oxygen dosage.

4. Observe Connect ECU: 
At approx. 55 bar, the colour on the display switches to red 
and low-pressure alarm 1 should be triggered.

5. Remove the connecting piece from the test unit connector.

 The apparatus is completely purged.

6. Fit the protective cap on the connecting piece.

7. Turn off the Connect ECU. To do so, simultaneously press 
the right and left button until 3-2-1 is shown on the display.
The Connect ECU turns off.

8. Turn off the test unit.

5.2.7 Maintenance work on components
5.2.7.1 Checking the constant dosage device 

(only for apparatuses with constant oxygen dosage)
Work equipment
– RZ 7000 (R62500)

– The following parts from the BG ProAir Test Set 
(3722266):
(1) Quick connect coupling (3722211)
(2) Test hose (E02120)
(3) Adaptor RZ 7000 (R62599)

The constant dosage device only needs to be checked for 
apparatuses with constant oxygen dosage. This chapter does 
not apply for apparatuses with on-demand oxygen dosage. 
The constant dosage device is automatically checked during 
the high-pressure leak test. If necessary, it can also be 
checked separately at the Dräger RZ 7000.

1. Creating the test setup:

a. Switch on the test unit.

b. Connect the test hose (2) to the test unit using the 
adaptor RZ 7000 (3).

c. Connect the test hose with the quick connect coupling 
(1) to the medium-pressure hose for the oxygen supply 
at the CO2 absorber (see overview graphic at start of 
instructions, item 7).

2. Swivel the spring bridge upwards in order to disable the 
function of the minimum valve.
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3. Slowly open the cylinder valve by at least two turns.
The Connect ECU automatically turns on and runs a self-
test.

The Connect ECU must not be in Eco mode. If the self-
test is not being carried out, place the closed-circuit 
breathing apparatus in an upright position and then lay it 
down again. The Connect ECU is then in Standby mode 
and the test can be repeated.

4. Set the selector switch on the test unit to L/min.

 After a short settling time, the flow must be between 
1.3 L/min and 1.7 L/min1).

5. Close the cylinder valve.

6. Click the spring bridge on each side into the carrying 
frame. Make sure that a clicking sound can be heard on 
both sides.

7. Remove the medium-pressure hose from the quick 
connect coupling and attach to the CO2 absorber.

The quick connect coupling must engage. When 
connecting, make sure that a click is heard. If necessary, 
pull on the hose and check whether the connection is tight.

8. Carry out the closed-circuit breathing apparatus leak test.

5.2.7.2 Emptying the refill absorber

WARNING
Risk of chemical burns!
The CO2 absorber may contain alkaline liquid which may leak 
out during disassembly and cause chemical burns!
► Avoid skin contact. Use protective gloves and goggles. In 

case of eye contact, rinse straight away with plenty of 
water and seek medical attention immediately.

1. Open the lid of the refill absorber (see "Lids of the 
regeneration cooler and CO2 absorber", page 15).

2. Check the sealing in the lid. If the sealing is excessively 
contaminated or faulty, pull the sealing frame out of the lid 
and remove the sealing from the sealing frame.

3. Remove the sieve with marking II.

4. Remove and dispose of the soda lime and filter mats.

5. Remove the sieve with marking I.

6. Clean and disinfect all parts of the refill absorber.

5.2.7.3 Filling the refill absorber

Only fill the refill absorber with Drägersorb 400. Pay attention 
to the safety data sheet on Drägersorb 400 when handling the 
CO2 absorber!

WARNING
Reduced period of use possible!
If the expiration date of the soda lime is exceeded, the 
intended period of use for the apparatus may not be reached.
► Note the expiration date on the storage container. Only 

use soda lime that has an adequate life span for the 
planned use and any storage period!

CAUTION
Health risk!
Direct contact with soda lime irritates eyes, mucous 
membranes, and skin!
► Avoid skin contact. Use protective gloves and goggles. Do 

not inhale released soda lime dust. Use dust mask with P2 
or R95 filter. In case of skin or eye contact, wash off soda 
lime dust immediately.

WARNING
Higher CO2 content possible in the inhaled air!
If the soda lime is only used as a loose fill, the capacity may 
not be enough for the planned period of use.
► Fill refill absorbers so that no rattling noises are heard.

1. Open the lid (1) of the refill absorber (see "Lids of the 
regeneration cooler and CO2 absorber", page 15).

2. Place the sieve with the marking I (4) in the refill absorber 
(5) as shown below.

3. Insert a filter mat (3) in the refill absorber. (There is no 
preferred orientation for the filter mat.)

4. Half fill the refill absorber with Drägersorb 400. Compact 
the soda lime by using your hand to gently strike the side 
of the housing. Steadily fill the refill absorber up to the 
filling mark (6, marker between the transparent and non-
transparent part of the container) and compact the soda 
lime. Alternately fill and compact until the soda lime does 
not settle any further. The surface of the soda lime must 
be smooth.

5. Insert a filter mat (3) in the refill absorber. (There is no 
preferred orientation for the filter mat.)

6. Place the sieve with the marking II (2) in the refill absorber 
as shown below.

7. Only if the sealing has been removed:

a. Place the sealing in the lid.

b. Fasten the sealing with the sealing frame.

8. Close the lid (1) (see "Lids of the regeneration cooler and 
CO2 absorber", page 15).

9. Check whether rattling noises are heard when shaking the 
refill absorber. If rattling noises are heard, the refill 
absorber will need to be filled again.

1) Only applies at a cylinder pressure of >150 bar.
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10. Install the refill absorber in the closed-circuit breathing 
apparatus within 8 hours or ensure that it is sealed air-tight 
and protected against drying. The refill absorber can then 
be stored for 6 months.

Dräger recommends using an aluminium barrier bag 
when storing the refill absorber.

5.2.7.4 Replacing the batteries
5.2.7.4.1 General information

The service life of the batteries depends on the following 
factors:

– Operating time of the apparatus

– Alarm frequency

– Ambient temperature

– Frequency of use of backlight

Even when the Connect ECU is switched off, a small amount 
of energy is consumed. Dräger therefore recommends 
removing the batteries from the apparatus if it will not be in 
use for an extended period of time.

Only use approved batteries (see supplement 9300233).

5.2.7.4.2 Replacing the batteries

WARNING
Explosion hazard!
► Only replace the batteries in non-explosion-hazard areas!

1. Unscrew the 2 screws (TX10) from the battery 
compartment.

2. Pull the battery carrier out of the closed-circuit breathing 
apparatus.

3. Replace old batteries with new, approved batteries. 
Ensure that the plus pole is positioned correctly.

4. Check the sealing. Remove the defective sealing using a 
sealing ring lifter and replace the sealing.

5. Insert the battery carrier in the battery compartment. If the 
battery carrier is stiff, apply a thin layer of Molykote 111 to 
the sealings.

6. Tighten the 2 screws with a Torx screwdriver (TX10) 
(torque: 1.0±0.2 Nm). The Connect ECU automatically 
switches to On mode. An acoustic signal sounds. Various 
information and queries are shown on the display.

7. Confirm the battery type.

8. Turn off the Connect ECU.

6 Transport
Condensate forms in the breathing circuit during use. After 
use, transport the closed-circuit breathing apparatus in an 
upright position so that the condensate can gather in the 
drainage valve and breathing bag.

7 Storage
Store the closed-circuit breathing apparatus ready for use in a 
dark, cool, dry, dirt-free and dust-free place. Avoid exposure 
to UV radiation and ozone.

When the closed-circuit breathing apparatus with CO2 
absorber installed is placed into storage, the breathing circuit 
must be closed. Make sure that the protective cap is 
positioned on the connecting piece. The compressed oxygen 
cylinder must not be installed. The expiration date of the CO2 
absorber must not be exceeded during the next use.

8 Disposal
8.1 General

8.2 Disposing of the disposable CO2 
absorber

Pay attention to the safety data sheet on Drägersorb 400 
during disposal!

WARNING
Risk of chemical burns!
The CO2 absorber may contain alkaline liquid which may leak 
out during disassembly and cause chemical burns!
► Avoid skin contact. Use protective gloves and goggles. In 

case of eye contact, rinse straight away with plenty of 
water and seek medical attention immediately.

1. Pack the CO2 absorber in a bag and seal air-tight.

2. Dispose of the CO2 absorber in accordance with the 
relevant regulations. 

This product must not be disposed of as household 
waste. This is indicated by the adjacent symbol.
You can return this product to Dräger free of charge. For 
information please contact the national marketing orga-
nizations or Dräger.

Batteries must not be disposed of as household waste. 
They are therefore marked with the adjacent symbol. 
Dispose of batteries at battery collection centres as 
specified by the applicable regulations.
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9 Technical data
Closed-circuit breathing apparatus

Ambient conditions
When in use

When in storage

Technically possible period of use1)

See also "Measures with temperatures below 0 °C", page 9

Regeneration cooler

Harness

Electronics
The following defines the factory settings of the Connect ECU.

Breathing bag volume1)

1) according to EN 145

6 L

Weight2)

2) Several configurations may exceed the permitted weight according to 
EN 145.

Apparatus ready for operation with full 
compressed oxygen cylinder and Dräger 
FPS 7000 RP, without cooling elements

15.2 kg

Apparatus ready for operation with full 
compressed oxygen cylinder and Dräger 
FPS 7000 RP, with ice packs

16.9 kg

Dimensions without harness and breathing 
hoses 
(L x B x H)

590 x 400 x 
175 mm

Operating time3)

3) With a respiration of 30 L/min

240 minutes

Breathing resistance4)

4) With a respiration of 50 L/min

Inhalation >0 mbar

Exhalation <7 mbar

Average constant dosage 1.5 L/min

Bypass >80 L/min

Minimum valve >80 L/min

Temperature during continu-
ous use1)

1) according to EU type examination

-6 °C to +30 °C

Air pressure 900 hPa to 1200 hPa

Relative humidity 0 % ... 100 %

Storage temperature -6 °C to +25 °C

Air pressure 900 hPa to 1200 hPa

Relative humidity 30 % ... 95 %

1) Time until inhalation temperature of 45 °C reached,
tested by Dräger, not tested within the scope of the EU type examina-
tion

At an ambient 
temperature of

Respiratory 
volume per 
minute

With ice 
cooler

With regener-
ation cooler

-6 °C to -15 °C 30 L/min 240 min 240 min

-6 °C to +40 °C 30 L/min 240 min 240 min

-6 °C to +40 °C 50 L/min 120 min 100 min

Up to 90 °C 30 L/min 100 min 60 min

-15 °C to -40 °C 30 L/min 72 min 72 min

Max. storage tempera-
ture

25 °C

Regeneration time: at +21 °C: at +5 °C: at -15 °C: 

Cooling elements in the 
assemblage

6 h 2 h 1.5 h

Cooling elements in the 
housing

- 6 h 5 h

Carrying capacity of belt straps 10 kg respec-
tively

End of service time indica-
tors
Low-pressure alarm 1 55 bar

Low-pressure alarm 2 10 bar

Display accuracy
At 200 bar ±10 bar

At 40 bar + 0 bar/-5 bar

Distress signal unit
Activation of the pre-alarm 
after

30 seconds

Activation of the main alarm 15 seconds after the pre-
alarm
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10 Order list

Telemetry
Transmission power 0.5 W

Operating frequency 869.5 MHz; 469.9 MHz (UK 
only)

Restrictions in AZE, BLR, GEO, RUS, SMR 
and UKR

RFID
Transmission power 42 dBµA/m at 10 m

Operating frequency 13.56 MHz

Restrictions in GEO and UKR

Designation Order
number

Closed-circuit breathing apparatus
BG ProAir G3/4-C-ICE-CH R360500

BG ProAir G3/4-C-PCM-CH R360501

BG ProAir G3/4-LDV-ICE-CH R360502

BG ProAir G3/4-LDV-PCM-CH R360503

BG ProAir W21.8-C-ICE-CH R360504

BG ProAir W21.8-C-PCM-CH R360505

BG ProAir W21.8-LDV-ICE-CH R360506

BG ProAir W21.8-LDV-PCM-CH R360507

BG ProAir M24x2-C-ICE-CH R360508

BG ProAir M24x2-C-PCM-CH R360509

BG ProAir M24x2-LDV-ICE-CH R360510

BG ProAir M24x2-LDV-PCM-CH R360511

BG ProAir CGA-C-ICE-CH R360530

BG ProAir CGA-C-PCM-CH R360531

Compressed oxygen cylinders
BG ProAir Cylinder 2/200 O2 M24x2 R35207

BG ProAir Cylinder 2/200 O2 G3/4 R360396

BG ProAir Cylinder 2/200 O2 W21.8x1/14" R360397

BG ProAir Cylinder 2/200 O2 W21.8 Canada R360557

BG ProAir Cylinder 2/200 O2 CGA USA R360395

BG ProAir 2/200 O2 Configurator R360560

Accessories
Dräger FPS 7000 RP R56326

Dräger FPS-COM 5000 R62700

"klar-pilot" anti-fogging spray R56542

BG ProAir disposable absorber 3702050

BG ProAir refill absorber R360060

Freezing aid R360445

BG ProAir ice cooler cartridge, complete 3701814

BG ProAir PCM cooler, complete R360280

BG ProAir training adapter set 3722874

BG ProAir transport case 3722275

Transport case for compressed gas cylinder 3718247

Grip clamp 3724657

Heat protection 3702769

Cold protection insulation 3725347

Consumables for refillable absorbers
BG ProAir filter mat, 50 units R360356

BG ProAir refill absorber sieve, top R360067

BG ProAir refill absorber sieve, bottom R360066

Drägersorb 400, 4.5 kg 6738950

Drägersorb 400, 8.0 kg 6737965

Drägersorb 400, 18 kg 6737985

Spare parts1)

Valve disc for connecting piece R33934

O-ring for connecting piece R18352

Protective cap for connecting piece 3713554

Valve disc for relief and drainage valve R33833

Battery for Connect ECU (5 units) R360474

Test accessories
Dräger RZ 7000 R62500

BG ProAir Test Set 3722266

Accessories for Connect ECU

Bluetooth® Dongle 3721359

1) All spare parts can be found in the spare parts list 1114.800.

Designation Order
number
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11 Annex
11.1 Apparatus with constant oxygen 

dosage: Optimal test sequence with 
the Dräger RZ 7000

5
2

3
2

1
Block pressure plate 

with lever
Pump to fill apparatus

Drain valve

Opens between 10 and 25 mbar

Exhalation valve

Close the inhalation hose

≤ -10 mbar must be reached

Inhalation valve

Close the exhalation hose

≥ 10 mbar must be reached

Test sequence

Positive pressure VentingLeak testNegative pressure
L/min
Flow

Leak-tightness test with 
positive pressure

Lower pressure to 7 + 0.5 mbar
Press OK button

Pressure difference ≤ 1 mbar/min

Engage lever 
in spring bridge
Pump to activate

Opens between +4 and +8 mbar

Relief valve

For apparatuses with constant oxygen dosage 
(approved according to EN 145)

Low-pressure alarm 1

Close cylinder
Gently press red button

Warning at approx. 55 bar

No-oxygen 
alarm

Pump until alarm sounds

Bypass

Open cylinder
Briefly press red button

Audible flow sound

Low-pressure warningHigh-pressure leak-tightness

Open cylinder
≥ 150 bar 

Follow instructions
 on Connect ECU

Constant dosage

Engage lever in spring holder

Minimum valve

Pressure 
between +0.5 and 3.0 mbar
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Annex 

11.2 Apparatus with on-demand oxygen 
dosage: Optimal test sequence with 
the Dräger RZ 7000

5
2

3
2

0

Block pressure plate 
with lever

Pump to fill apparatus

Drain valve

Opens between 10 and 25 mbar

Exhalation valve

Close the inhalation hose

≤ -10 mbar must be reached

Inhalation valve

Close the exhalation hose

≥ 10 mbar must be reached

Test sequence

Positive pressure VentingLeak testNegative pressure
L/min
Flow

Leak-tightness test with
positive pressure

Lower pressure to 7 + 0.5 mbar
Press OK button

Pressure difference ≤ 1 mbar/min

Relief valve

Engage lever 
in spring bridge

Pump to activate

Opens between +4 and +8 mbar

Bypass

Open cylinder
Briefly press red button

Audible flow sound

Minimum valve Low-pressure alarm 1

Engage lever in spring holder

Pressure 
between +0.5 and 3.0 mbar

Close cylinder
Gently press red button

Warning at approx. 55 bar

Open cylinder

Addition of oxygen for max. 10 s

Pre-purge unit Low-pressure warningHigh-pressure leak-tightness

Open cylinder
≥ 150 bar 

No-oxygen 
alarm

Pump until alarm sounds

Follow instructions
 on Connect ECU

For apparatuses with on-demand oxygen dosage 
(approved according to EN 145)
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